Linear congruential random number generators are widely used in simulation and Monte Carlo calculations. Because they are very fast, and because they have minimal state space, they remain attractive for use in parallel computing environments. We discuss their use as a source for many streams of pseudo-random numbers. Many authors have discussed splitting the stream of a single CRNG into many substreams; we show spectral calculations for this scheme and compare randomly and regularly spaced selection of starting points. Several authors have suggested using a common multiplier for all streams and a unique additive constant for each. The discrepancies of such schemes are no better than for splitting schemes; we show how they are in a sense equivalent. We also consider the use of distinct multipliers for each stream. Good multipliers are abundant for large enough moduli, but little is known about the multidimensional behavior of such generators. We discuss the use of improvement techniques and larger moduli to overcome the limitations of linear congruential generators.
INTRODUCTION
Congruential random number generators (CRNGs) are perhaps the best known and most popular method for generating a stream of pseudo-random numbers. Their limitations are well-known (see, e.g., Marsaglia (1968) ), but this is just another way of saying that their structure is well understood. The multiplier for a CRNG can be chosen to provide good behavior in low dimensions (see Fishman 1978, Chapter 8) . This, combined with the fast generation speed and minimal state space associated with CRNGs, continues to make them attractive to Monte Carlo and simulation practitioners.
For parallel and distributed computations which use pseudo-random numbers, these advantages of CRNGs will continue to hold. Reproducibility, the guarantee that different runs of a program will give the same result, can be assured if each task or processor has allotted to it a unique state space w~ctor for the pseudo-random number generator. This makes it clear that small state space is still a concern, at least for computations which have many times more tasks than processors. It is also clear that speed is no less a concern in parallel and distributed computations. Finally, the clear structure of CRNGs makes analyses of some strategies for parallel random number generation possible, as will be seen below. Such analyses are not yet available for any other random number generators.
There are at least two ways to use CRNGs to produce many high-quality streams of pseudo-random numbers. One can simply split the sequence from a single CRNG into many small subsequences; these splitting methods will be evaluated below by an extension of the usual spectral apparatus. One can also attempt to provide many distinct generators, one for each stream. Theory for this is not yet complete, but the method has promise.
SPLITTING
A splitting method is defined by giving different starting points on a single CRNG for each substream. That is, we have Xi,,~+i =-aXi,,~ + c (mod rn), with distinct starting values Xi,o (uniform random numbers in the interval [0, 1] are obtained as Ui,n = Xi,n/m). Each substream can be assigned a unique set of numbers, stretching from its starting point along the sequence of the CRNG to the next starting point encountered, and we can choose to permit or forbid overlaps. With this framework we can analyze the behavior of t-tuples (Ul,n,... , Ut,n) through a variant on the spectral test.
The standard spectral test of Coveyou and MacPherson (1967; a modern treatment is in Knuth 1981, Section 3.3.4) analyzes the behavior of (Un, Un+ 1, ..., by finding the most widely spaced system of parallel hyperplanes which cover all t-tuples of the above form.
The maximum hyperplane spacing is 1/vt, where ut 2= min {11£ [[ 2 [£.u7~0 (modm) }, aTE Z t with ~ = (1, a, a2,..., at-l). Low hyperplane spacing corresponds to low integration error (Niederreiter 1978) , and Knuth (1981, p. 91) While this theory can analyze any splitting method, it is superfluous for some very badly designed methods. For instance, if m is a power of 2 (as is generally used with vectorized generators), and 2 d starting points are distributed precisely evenly along the sequence of a given CRNG, the resulting 2 d streams differ only in their d most significant bits. Further, for each c < d, a given stream has 2 c companion streams which differ only in their c most significant bits, including one which simply has the highest bit reversed.
Random Spacing
The failure of precisely even subdivision suggests that randomly located starting points will be better. Indeed, randomly located starting points do seem to have good (unlagged) spectral behavior. We took the sequence of RANF (rn = 248 , c = 0, a = 44485709377909) and generated 1000 random starting points and their twodimensional spectral values with respect to a fixed starting point. The average value of log2(v2 ) (with units roughly corresponding to bits of randomness) was 23.3, with a standard deviation of 0.74; with a maximum of about 24 bits of randomness possible, over 90% lost less than two bits of randomness, and all 1000 had more than 19 bits of randomness. By contrast, a precisely even split of RANF into 210 streams averaged 7.5 bits of randomness.
But while randomly located starting points show good spectral behavior, there are problems with their practical use. The greatest problem is in the spacing of randomly located starting points. In certain applications, eventual overruns of one stream into another stream's numbers must be forbidden. In this case, each stream can only be allotted the numbers up to the next starting point. With random starting points, some streams will have extremely small allocations. If we approximate k starting points by random points on a circle whose circumference M is the period of the generator, it can be shown (cf. David 1981, pp. 98-99 ) that the minimum substream length W has the approximate distribution
with expected value M/k 2. Thus if we randomly split the generator RANF (with period M = 246) into 2 l° streams, we can expect a minimum stream length on the order of 226 , which is acceptable; but if we need 22o streams, the minimum stream length will be on the order of 64, which is not acceptable. That is, randomly located starting points will work for computations with a moderately large number of streams, but will be problematic for computations with a very large number of streams.
Regular Spacing
For a case requiring many millions of streams, we returned to regularly spaced starting points, but without evenly splitting the sequence (evenly splitting the sequence would probably work well with prime modulus, but our demands for vectorized generation dictated m = 248). We used the same basic generator RANF and separated starting points by 1,000,001. Among the first 1000 starting points, the mean value of log2(v2 ) was 22.3, with a standard deviation of .74. The distribution is quite uniformly shifted down a bit from random starting points; 90% of the comparisons are within three bits of the maximum possible randomness, and all have more than 18 bits of randomness. We have constructed other regularly spaced algorithms which evenly divide up 70 billion numbers from the sequence of RANF (over 99% of its total period) into a user-specified number of streams, and the behavior of these is very similar. It seems that regularly spaced starting points must lose about a bit of randomness compared with randomly spaced starting points in two dimensions (we do not yet have definitive figures in higher dimensions).
The considerations above would seem to dictate the use of randomly spaced starting points when the number of streams required is relatively small (perhaps up into many thousands), with regular spacing being used for much larger numbers of streams. However, regular spacing may also be preferred when great confidence in the interstream spectral values is required (for instance, when a single bad dependency could ruin a computation). Under such circumstances, the use of random starting points must be supported either with extensive statistical analysis of random spectral characteristics or with exhaustive spectral testing of all critical interdependencies. With regular spacing, many different interdependencies will result in identical spectral tests, greatly reducing the number of tests which must be performed.
MANY GENERATORS
When attempting to provide a distinct CRNG for each stream, one could vary the modulus, the multiplier, or the additive constant (although the additive constant will typically be zero when the modulus is not a power of 2). With our vectorized generators we are so far limited to moduli which are powers of 2, so varying the modulus is not possible. It could be useful, though, and will be discussed below.
Different Additiw~ Constants
Percus and Kalos (1989), and independently Halton (in press), have considered using a unique additive constant for each stream, with a common multiplier and modulus (which is a power of 2). The theory they develop is helpful, but the idea that different additive constants produce truly distinct sequences is somewhat misleading. To see this, let Xn be a CRNG with
Xn+l -=aXn +c (mod 2e),
and let Y.~Xn-r (mod2~).
Then Yn satisfies
r.+~ =-~y. + c + (a -1)~ (,nod 2°).
That is, the two additive constants c and c + (a -1)r produce the same sequence (except for a shift modulo 2 e) for any r. This produces a division of the possible additive constants into equivalence classes. In the important case of maximum potency (a ~ 5 (mod 8)), there are two such classes, and their sequences are in fact antithetic. Reducing the potency of the multiplier increases the number of equivalence classes, but correspondingly degrades the witMn-stream behavior. However, attempting a tradeoff of potency for equivalence classes is probably a red herring. Simple calculations show that for any multiplier, all choices of additive constant produce the same second difference sequence. It should be noted that the results of Percus and Kalos and Halton are of interest even if different additive constants are just a masked form of sequence splitting. Percus and Kalos (1989, Sections 4 and 5) show how to obtain additive constants with good mutual twodimensional spectral values and provide some help with three-dimensional values. When translated into starting points, their recommended constants resemble random starting points, but come with deterministic guarantees on spectral values. Halton's work is presented for computations which produce a natural tree structure for the streams. In this case there is a well-defined sense of closeness of streams which can even take lagged behavior into account with a reasonable number of spectral tests.
Different Multipliers
While using different additive constants for each stream adds no power over splitting methods, it is possible that using different multipliers for each stream may. The streams from CRNGs with different multipliers do not have a spectral theory analogous to those for splitting and different additive constants. Rather than being scattered on a single lattice, t-tuples generated from different multipliers lie on one of many intertwined lattices, as in Beyer (1972) . Bad interdependencies seem to result when many of these lattices collapse together. Little theory exists so far, but this method looks promising.
First, there is a sufficient stock of very good multipliers at large moduli like 248. Fishman (in press) searched 226 multipliers with rn = 24s for multipliers with hyperplane spacings within 25% of the minimal possible spacing in dimensions 2 through 6. From the results, Fishman estimated that about 11 million distinct multipliers meet his stringent conditions. Measured on the scale of log2(v2 ), Fishman's conditions require that a multiplier lose no more than about half a bit of randomness from the maximum possible in the tested dimensions. We can get an even larger stock of multipliers b.y relaxing this requirement. We generated 1000 randomly chosen maximum-potency multipliers, and found that the mean value of log2(u2 ) was 23.3, with a standard deviation of .76. Over 90% of the multipliers lost less than two bits of randomness. This would suggest that over 3 trillion multipliers at this modulus are within two bits of the maximum possible randomness in two dimensions.
The more difficult issue is the interdependency of sets of multipliers, and it is here that theory is lacking. We have looked at pairwise dependencies for m = 2 e for various values of e, and have found necessary conditions for good interdependencies, but so far no sufficient conditions. Any two maximum potency multipliers al and a2 will satisfy al = a~ for some odd j. It is clear that j should not take on a very small value. A little calcu-lation shows that if
n n then the pairs ( a l , a2) lie on at most 2 r -2 lines. Thus we should look for ai which are individually good multipliers and which are related by large powers j which do not satisfy (1) for any small r. For moduli small enough to examine exhaustively, such pairs of multipliers seem to behave well at all lags. For m = 248, we have found up to a thousand multipliers with no j satisfying (1) for r < 36. We only tested paJrwise behavior; these sets of multipliers may be faulty in higher dimensions, although tests similar to those in Fishman and Moore (1982) do not detect problems.
I M P R O V E M E N T S
While splitting schemes seem adequate for current use, the spectral limitations on CRNGs are severe. We mentioned above that log2(vt ) is roughly bounded by log2(m)/~; thus CRNGs with the highest commonly used moduli (around 248) cannot produce good behavior much above a dozen dimensions. For truly general parallel use, more would be required. Further, routine spectral tests could fail to uncover a problem with a specific splitting scheme in a specific application; such a problem could only be diagnosed by using a better parallel random number generator.
Any practitioner who needs a parallel RNG with thousands of streams should have ad hoc improvement techniques on hand. We have examined shuffling and combination techniques (Durst 1988) . We concluded that shuffling buffers should be quite large (on the order of a hundred) if bad interdependencies are to be shuffled away, and that streams from a CRNG must be combined with quite different streams to effect improvement of bad dependencies. We used a stream from a lagged Fibonacci to improve poor CRNG performance since we found that using other streams from the same CRNG did not help. However, combination of one CRNG with a sufficiently different CRNG (e.g., one with a different modulus) might Work. Improvements for sensitive applications can also be obtained by increasing the modulus. Our calculations above showed that generators with modulus 248 cannot produce acceptable random starting points for 220 streams; but rn = 264 would produce 22o streams with expected smallest stream length well over a million. Still larger moduli would require multi-word implementation on current computers, and naive multiplication of k-word numbers takes O ( k 2) steps (although Fourier methods can reduce this to O ( k l o g k ) ) . But k = 2 would more or less square the number of streams we can get by splitting a CRNG, and so might well repay the extra computation.
C O N C L U S I O N S
The best current methods for parallel pseudo-random number generation using CRNGs are splitting methods. For a small number of streams, random starting points provide the best interstream behavior, but the problem of short minimum substream lengths mandates regularly spaced starting points, whose interstream behavior is only somewhat worse, for thousands to millions of streams. In the future, the use of different multipliers may prove acceptable; this may provide many long streams with good interstream behavior at all lags. For the moment, troublesome applications and diagnostic checks should use either well-known ad hoc improvement techniques or larger moduli. 
